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The MyCeSoft is useful and beneficial from the people who in-charge of maintaining and
operating a particular system product and the stakeholders, to assess and certify the
product quality from user’s and technical perspective, within their environment and with
their resources. Users and stakeholders can do self-assessment of their system
products with their predefined criteria. This will enhance the quality of the system
products as well as to improve the quality of life in the particular ecosystem and
environment. The MyCeSoft contains special features that integrate the components of
assessment and certification process from a technical perspective as well as user’s
view, selection criteria and enhanced decision making. The selection criteria will enable
users to customise the assessment and certification standard criteria based on the
organisation’s needs. This tool promotes self-assessment and certification of a software
product in any operating environment during its life cycle.
INTRODUCTION
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For the last 15 years, our research group investigated issues of quality and certification
and developed a fundamental model for software certification named as SCM-prod
model. It was tested in real case studies and launched collaboratively with industries. A
few software product certification models available currently, but they were with different
approaches and aims, and none of them has been accepted universally and used as a
commercialised standard mechanism and approach. The previous approaches in
software certification are through the involvement of developers’ certification, verification
and validation techniques and laboratory testing. Our fundamental SCM-prod model is
different from previous models where it is conducted through a collaborative perspective
approach, involving user, developer and independent assessor. This model offers
several interesting features and capabilities as discussed in [1][2]. It has been tested and
implemented in software systems operating in real industry and government
environment.
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The processes invented and mentioned previously were done in a semi-automated
approach and needed an integrated tool so that any interested parties can use it
effectively and correctly. The development of the integrated toolset, MyCeSoft will solve
the problem in determining the quality status of a software product at any time during its
lifecycle. It promotes affordable self-assessment and certification tool for continuous
improvement of a software product.
The problem statement is based on the following scenario: - MedicSoft Sdn. Bhd.
develops and produces Hospital Information System and medical applications for
several organisations and agencies related to medical services through-out Malaysia.
Currently, the company is moving toward internationalisation with potential clients from
Indonesia and other neighbouring countries. Meanwhile, the stakeholder of this company
wants to ensure that the software product developed by this company provides the best
quality services as well as meets the quality standard acceptable by the industries.
Therefore, this company requires a simple and practical mechanism and tool to enable
monitoring, assessing and certifying any software products in the industry. Previous
models only focused on technical and internal software quality assessment for generic
software. The research project thus will accommodate and deliver indicator on the
quality of the services provided by MedicSoft Company Sdn Bhd as well as to other
related companies in the industry. Furthermore, the companies in the industry can make
their monitoring, assessment and certification to ensure the expected services provided
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by their company is achieved and guaranteed. At the same time, we also received
requests from internal and external agencies on having a self-assessment and
certification specifically from a user’s perspective and expectation. The stakeholders and
developers wish to know the quality of their products from the user’s views so that the
product developed will be accepted by the users. Therefore, the proposed tool and
mechanism for assessment and certification shall be different from previous certification
models which, in this proposed approach, organisations or companies can do selfassessment and certification without involving laboratory test or third-party assessment
and certification. The assessment can be done at their operating ecosystem and
environment and with their resources.

OBJECTIVES

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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The objectives of this project are as follows:I.
To identify the requirement specification of the integrated self-assessment and
certification prototype
II.
To design the integrated self-assessment and certification prototype (MyCeSoft)
III.
To construct a new integrated architecture and the prototype of MyCeSoft
IV.
To test and evaluate the prototype in real environment.

The methodology is as follow:

Phase 1: Requirement Specification
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This phase was to identify requirements based on previous certification model (SCMProd model). This activity included reviewing the contribution works done previously
which were the SCM-Prod model, intelligent and dynamic features of quality model and
metrics selection model.
Phase 2: Design
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The design of the proposed integrated MyCeSoft prototype and toolset was conducted.
The design should be comprehensive, wider requirement specification and scope. The
design phase produced the architecture of the new integrated prototype system.
Database and user interface design took placed in this phase too.
Phase 3: Development
Based on the input from the previous stage, the development of MyCeSoft was
conducted according to systematic development approach. The development of the
prototype was recommended through outsourcing development approach. This was to
ensure the quality of the prototype with all the identified features embedded properly and
guaranteed in the prototype system. The prototype should be commercialised and
dynamic system prototype.
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Phase 4: Testing and Refinement
The developed system prototype underwent a testing stage which also included
verification and validation processes. The verification and validation concerned that the
prototype being developed met its specification and delivered the functionality expected
by the users. The system prototype was refined based on the testing results.
Phase 5: Product Packaging
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At this final phase, the toolkits and guideline for product package were prepared finalised
and prepared,

LITERATURE REVIEW
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In general, certification can be referred to as an official document of good quality.
Certification is also a written assurance by a third party organisation that a product or
services conform to specified characteristics [3]. It is applied in various commercialise
products such as electric and electronic goods, pharmaceuticals and healthcare
products, manufacturing items and many more. With certification applied and embedded
together with the product profile, users are confident with the quality of the goods and
products. Previous work by Voas [4] indicated that software certification can be viewed
in three different perspectives which are through the development process, the end
product quality and the people that involve in development. Software certification offers
benefits and values to several groups including the developer, producer (stakeholder
and vendor) as well as the end-users. In user perspective, certification is a mechanism
to guarantee that the software is good at a certain level of quality standard. Few
approaches in software certification which through involvement end user in the process
by delivering information regarding the usage of the software [11], developers’ selfcertification [12] and verification and validation techniques [13]. Korea is among the most
leading country in Asia that requires certification of a software product in their country.
The quality certification program is called Good Software and was implemented over the
last 10 years and the benchmark used in this assessment is based on ISO9126 quality
model and integrated with Korea industrial requirements. The certification process is
implemented in the laboratory that involves executing and testing the software [14].
In the certification process, a quality model is the required benchmark and standard
needed to be embedded and integrated into the whole processes. There are a few
software product quality models available in the literature and the well-known are
McCall, Boehm, FURPS, ISO9126, Dormey, SQuaRE and Pragmatic Quality Model or
PQF. However, these models mainly focus on technical perspective and limited concern
with user’s or human’s perspective in the assessment of software products. ISO/IEC
15504 is the reference model for the process assessment and ISO9126 is the reference
model for product assessment. Both reference models focus on technical aspects of
development and product quality. The new enhanced model of ISO9126 which is known
as ISO25010 or part of System and Software Quality Requirements and Evaluation
(SQuaRE) standard is still focusing on the technical aspects of the software. This model
includes attributes to measure product quality which employing functionality suitability,
performance efficiency, compatibility, usability, security, reliability, maintainability and
portability. It is noticed that additional new attributes in ISO 25010 compare to ISO9126
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are security and compatibility [5]. In these mentioned models the assessment was done
by the independent assessors and developers, and not much space given to the users of
the system software to assess the system operating in their environment. PQF quality
model and SCM-Prod certification model was invented by our research group in 2007
with the intention for technical and behavioural perspectives [1][2]. At the current trend,
software quality models are still in the scope of technology, and behavioural views of
assessment [6].
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Our previous research projects and experiences have indicated and revealed that
involvement of users in software assessment and certification process enables to
evaluate the quality of software products based on user’s expectations and needs [3][7].
However, SCM-Prod and other certification models do not emphasis on the quality
metrics of user-centric perspective and approach. The emergence of social networks
such as Facebook, Twitter, Telegram and Instagram show the influence of computers in
creating relationships and bonds among people all over the world. The integration of
human’s activities and ICT appliances connects people anytime and anywhere through
software applications. Thus, this situation creates the user's centricity paradigm where
people and users are the key actors in the scenarios. Therefore, the user-centricity
approach in software development and quality assessment are relevant and significant.
In cloud computing too, the invention towards user-centricity approach is being explored
that enable cloud services through this mechanism [8].
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Another approach of certification is based on the development process such as the ISO
9000 series and Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model Integration
(CMMI). The approaches have been popular among software vendors in Europe and the
United States. CMMI is a process improvement model for software development and the
basic idea of its implementation is through maturity concept. This model made certain
that every organization has a certain capability to produce software. Similarly, few other
researchers focused on process assessment such as SPICE and Bootstrap. Another
similar research was conducted by our research group to deal with certification by the
development process and the model developed was named as SPAC [9]. This work was
further explored into agile software development to come out with an enhanced processbased certification model [10]. For this proposal, our research implements certification
based on product quality approach.
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The second research carried out by our research group focused on the development of
the intelligent and dynamic model of software quality using Feature Ranking Technique.
This research was completed and produced the algorithm for intelligent and dynamic
model of software product quality which was considered as a new approach in software
quality [15][16]. The algorithm would be embedded in the new proposed prototype to
support the dynamic quality assessment attributes and process. In the latest works, we
have developed a software quality and certification model based on user-centricity
approach. It was named as UcSoftC. In this model, the assessment criteria are based on
a user’s perspective and perceive which are needed and demanded in the current
computing environment [17][18]. Based on these related works, it was recommended
and justified that the fundamental software certification model (or SCM-prod) was
needed to be embedded and emerged as an integrated prototype of self-assessment
and certification system which was proposed in this proposal.
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CONCLUSION
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For the last 15 years, our research group has explored and investigated issues related to
quality and certification. We managed to develop a fundamental model for software
product certification named as SCM-prod model. SCM-Prod model had been tested in
real case studies and implemented collaboratively with industry. A few software product
certification models have shown available in the literature study but with different
approaches and aims, and none of them has been accepted universally. None of them
has been considered and used as a commercialized product. Previously, the
approaches in software certification were through developers assessment, verification
and validation techniques, and laboratory testing. Our fundamental SCM-prod model is
different where it is conducted through a collaborative perspective approach which
involves user, developer and independent assessor. Besides, the assessment is
conducted at the user’s operating environment. It offers several interesting features and
capabilities. The four objectives of this research have been achieved and completed
successfully. The main outcomes of this research include the software assessment and
certification prototype (MyCeSoft), a promotion video and copyright. The MyCeSoft
toolset will solve the problem in determining the quality status of a software product at
any time during its life cycle. It promotes affordable self-assessment and certification tool
for continuous improvement of a software product in any organisation. The copyright
application was completed on 13th Nov 2017 with file no. UKM IKB/108/2/1492.
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The self-assessment and certification tool is developed that contains the described
features and capabilities. The MyCeSoft is a tool that promotes self-assessment and
certification of a software product in any operating environment. It contains special
features that integrate the components of assessment and certification process from
user’s and technical perspective, selection criteria and enhanced decision making. This
tool is useful because it provides a complete cycle of a software assessment process.
This tool will solve the problem of determining the state of the concerned software
quality level at any given time during its life cycle. MyCeSoft provides main functions
which are login function, assessment instrument, product registration form, assessment
and certification report, and system setup.
This research project has successfully developed and produced a new quality
determination mechanism which formulated formally. The mechanism implementation is
supported by a computerised system based on the cloud environment and can be
accessed anywhere at any time. The mechanism and product have the potential to be
commercialised through in-service training (quality training), consultation project and
third party quality control services (outsourcing). This research project should involve
collaboratively with the government agency that will potentially gain the benefit from the
developed product. Also, this product can be commercialised in wider target groups such
as government and private agencies.
This research project was granted and funded by the Malaysia Ministry of Higher
Education under the Prototype Research Grant Scheme (PRGS). It started on 1 July
2015 and ended on 31 December 2017. The project collaborator was TEKNOLOGI MS
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KOTA SDN. BHD. (339245-H), SUITE 1263, LEVEL 12, BLOCK A1, LEISURE
COMMERCE SQUARE, PUSAT DAGANG SETIA JAYA, 46150 PETALING JAYA

ACHIEVEMENT
Prototype Development (Name & % Completion)
MyCeSoft (100% completion) (http://mycesoft.com/login.php)

ii)

Application for a pre-commercialization fund (Yes/No; If Yes, please specify)
Not Yet

iii)

Intellectual Property (IP) (Yes/No; If Yes, please specify)
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a) Copyright Application File : UKM IKB/108/2/1492

b) Promotion Video : MyCeSoft (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24uruy-O8c8)
Commercialization (Yes/No; If Yes, please state Organization, Status, Income etc.)

v)

Human Capital (RA/RO). (Yes/No; If Yes, please state the Name of RA/RO)
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iv)

SITI ROHANA BINTI AHMAD IBRAHIM (KS15042)
850523015174
Awards / Others (Yes/No; If Yes, please specify)
Nil
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vi)

Jamaiah Haji Yahaya, Aziz Deraman & Abdul Razak Hamdan. 2008. Software
Certification Model Based on Product Quality Approach. Journal of Sustainability
Science and Management, Volume 3 Number 2, December 2008:14-29. ISSN:
1985-3629.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF IP
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APPENDIX B APPOINTMENT OF RA/RO
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APPENDIX C
PICTURES OF PROTOTYPE
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APPENDIX D
PHOTOS OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
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